
EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - DAY

People scream.

Protesters old and young, from all walks of life, fill a city 
square around a faceless fountain statue.  They bear signs: 
Our Homes, Our Land, Our Gods.  They’re desperate.  Scared.  
Angry.

Three figures advance toward the crowd:  ELAYNE KEVARIAN, 
late 40s / early 50s, professional, sharp.  A round 
mustachoied guy, chairman of the board type, pinstriped suit.  
And KOPIL, the KING IN RED, seven foot tall skeleton, burning 
crimson eyes.

The crowd gives way, grudgingly, like dogs before a grizzly.  
The dogs, together, could maybe bring down the bear.  The 
dogs suspect this.  So does the bear.  But no one wants to go 
first.

KOPIL (V.O.)
This was easier before.

INT. KOPIL’S OFFICE - NIGHT

The King in Red sips tequila beneath the crystal dome that 
covers his office, which stands at the pinnacle of an 
obsidian stepped pyramid.  Elayne stands by his side.

Dresediel Lex unfolds beneath them—skyscrapers and pyramids 
and crystal towers upside down in air.

ELAYNE
In the Wars, you mean.

KOPIL
Gods try to smite you, and you 
smite them first.

EXT. GOD WARS BATTLEFIELD - ECLIPSE

KOPIL holds a being of light and truth by the throat.  He 
shoves his hand into the god’s chest.  Dark tendrils spread 
from the wound his hand makes.  Overhead, more gods writhe 
impaled on aurora thorns.

KOPIL (V.O.)
Armies of light against armies of 
darkness.

In the streets beneath, a younger ELAYNE stares into the 
broken sky.  



She’s wreathed in magical armor and blood drips from her 
wicked blade.  Her side’s victorious, and the shape of their 
victory terrifies her.

KOPIL (V.O.)
Craftsmen advancing the cause of 
knowledge and humanity and freedom 
against ignorance and oppression.

INT. KOPIL’S OFFICE - NIGHT

ELAYNE
Humanity?

KOPIL
Or whatever you want to call us.  
But times have changed.

EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - DAWN

TEMOC, an enormous man covered with glowing scars, raises a 
knife over a victim bound on an altar.  A crowd watches—many 
kneel.

KOPIL (V.O.)
My people turn back to old and 
bloody gods.

Temoc’s face is framed in an attitude of prayer.  The knife 
comes down—and stops.

He’s wringed in blue light; Elayne stands at the edge of the 
kneeling crowd, one hand out.  Angular glyphs glow up and 
down her arms.

They recognize one another.

EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - NIGHT

Firelight revolutionaries drill to the sound of drums.  A 
masked man in makeshift armor watches them; flames glint and 
bend over his armor.

INT. PRINTING HOUSE - NIGHT

An enormous press runs off leaflets: FREEDOM FIGHTERS IN 
CHAKAL SQUARE.
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EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - DAY

Wardens ride feathered serpents above a seething mass of 
humanity.  

On the ground, Kopil, Elayne, and their companion advance 
against the crowd.  A path opens.  People draw back, 
watching, wary.

INT. KOPIL’S OFFICE - NIGHT

Elayne shrugs.

ELAYNE
Well.  That’s freedom for you.

EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - DAY

The last of the crowd gives way and the trio find themselves 
face to face with TEMOC, at the head of a small group of 
protesters.

Temoc advances to meet the King in Red; the skeleton marches 
forward.  They stare at one another.  The crowd’s noise 
deafens, but not so much as its silence.

EXT. DRESEDIEL LEX STREET  - DAY

Temoc fights an enormous half-metal wolf monster.  Its teeth 
bite and skid, sparking, across the bright lines of his 
scars.

EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - NIGHT

Bodies and tents erupt with the force of an invisible impact.  
A distortion in space spreads its wings.

EXT. DRESEDIEL LEX - DAWN

The King in Red steps off the edge of his pyramid onto empty 
space, and the sky ripples beneath his feet.  He raises his 
staff— it burns.

EXT. CHAKAL SQUARE - DAY

Back to Temoc and Kopil, still staring at one another.  Temoc 
holds out his hand.
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TEMOC
Let’s deal.

Off Kopil.  Does he want to kill Temoc?  Probably.  But for 
the moment, he’ll settle for shaking his hand.
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